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CHAPTER 7. LEGAL ASPECTS OF OPEN ACCESS TO PUBLICLY FUNDED RESEARCH

By: L. Guibault & T. Margoni

Internet growth, content digitisation, and expanding “big data” and data analytics capabilities have affected the ways in which publicly funded research results are accessed, disseminated and used. While these technological advances have made sharing and processing information easier, that does not change the fact that the information may be protected by IP laws. Open access efforts, which aim to make the outputs of publicly funded research more widely accessible in digital formats, therefore raise a number of IP policy questions. To explain the interplay between open access and IP laws, this chapter provides an overview of the IP regimes that protect research outputs in a sample of OECD jurisdictions. It then reviews the open access policies that are in place in some of those jurisdictions and examines two contexts in which IP questions can arise when open access principles are applied: public/private partnerships and text and data mining.

The statistical data for Israel are supplied by and under the responsibility of the relevant Israeli authorities or third party. The use of such data by the OECD is without prejudice to the status of the Golan Heights, East Jerusalem and Israeli settlements in the West Bank under the terms of international law.

It should be noted that statistical data on Israeli patents and trademarks are supplied by the patent and trademark offices of the relevant countries.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This chapter gives an overview of the main legal issues and policy considerations involved in accessing, disseminating or using both publicly funded scientific publications and research data under open access (OA) conditions. The term open access is used to denote public availability of scientific output (publications and data) without payment and re-use restriction. This paper focuses on the legal aspects of OA to publicly funded research results and, in particular, it examines whether copyright law and database protection rights support, impede, enable or are neutral towards the implementation of open access principles for the dissemination of publicly funded scientific results.

After a general overview of intellectual property protection at the international level, Section 2 examines the laws of different jurisdictions (including countries from the European Union, the United States of America, Australia, Canada, Israel, Japan and South Korea) as they relate to the protection of scientific publications and research data. The brief overview of the copyright and, where applicable, the database legislation in force in the different jurisdictions shows that the scope of protection granted to research output varies significantly from one country to another. Although the implementation of OA principles is based on contractual arrangements between authors, publishers, universities, and funding organisations, the framework set by copyright and database protection regimes, where relevant, is an important factor in how those arrangements are formed.

The way copyright law defines the scope of rights and recognises limitations and exceptions on these rights serves as the backbone to the licensing agreements. If it is to support OA, whether granted through the ‘Golden Road’ (where articles published in OA journals are provided directly and for free) or the ‘Green Road’ (where articles are published through traditional channels and subsequently deposited in institutional repositories), the copyright regime should create a favourable environment for the dissemination and re-use of publicly funded scholarly publications.

Section 3 follows by highlighting the main characteristics of OA principles and policies in certain jurisdictions. Section 4 draws attention to two as yet unresolved issues, namely the problem of OA in the context of public-private partnerships and that of text and data mining (TDM). OA principles entail more than just granting access to research output free of charge. Where the funding of a research project is partly realised through external private sources, different rules of ownership may apply. What are the implications of applying OA principles to research results that are not funded entirely by public money? The uncertainty in current legal frameworks regarding the scope of protection of works and databases could create obstacles for TDM activities. A system resting solely on licensing agreements might be insufficient to allow TDM to take place in all instances where it would be socially desirable.

Although no generalisation can be made, countries that actively encourage compliance with OA principles for the publication of publicly funded research results seem to steer copyright reform in a more flexible and research-friendly direction. The United Kingdom is one good example of this: while the Research Council has adopted a ‘Golden Road’ policy, mandating researchers to publish results under a Creative Commons Attribution Licence 4.0, the legislator has also proceeded with the adoption of new exceptions on copyright, including a specific exception for text and data mining. The German research council may not have officially opted for an OA mandate on its grant recipients, but the legislator did modify the copyright act to make it easier for authors to comply with the contractual arrangements with publishers. The general framework of United States copyright law, which excludes Federal Government
works from protection and admits a fair use defence, is also very conducive to the application of OA principles.

The complexity of the status of research data in particular as protected by intellectual property in Europe and other jurisdictions arguably has the potential to adversely affect re-use opportunities, given the difficulty – both for research institutions making the database available and for prospective re-users – in determining each time whether a certain database is covered by a *sui generis* right and in which measure re-utilisation and extraction can take place freely. Whether the use of compilations or databases for purposes of research and private study in general, and text and data mining in particular, is covered by any relevant exception on copyright or the database right is not always clear. The use of Creative Commons licences 4.0 may alleviate the uncertainty by clearly stating what can and cannot be done with the licensed material.

Finally, four more conclusions can be drawn:

- The exponential growth in data should have little effect on copyright protection, e.g. should not make it either more or less relevant than it currently is. As long as the criteria for copyright protection are applied strictly (either in the form of an ‘originality’ requirement or that of being an ‘author’s own intellectual creation’), there is no reason to think that the copyright regime will lose its relevance.

- On the other hand, in those countries that recognise a *sui generis* regime of protection for databases, the exponential growth in data may entail a greater tendency towards private appropriation of databases. In this case, the application of OA principles to publicly funded scientific output is particularly important.

- The increase of machine-generated data in science (e.g. scientific sensors) may pose particular challenges, especially in trying to determine whether the result qualifies as a subject matter susceptible of intellectual property protection and whether it meets the criteria for protection.

- A related challenge might be the use of machine-generated data to identify a rights owner. This analysis would need to take place on a case-by-case basis. In the best case scenario, the machine-generated data will not qualify as protectable subject matter and may also be devoid of any originality so that it would in principle be free for use by everyone.
Introduction

Innovative scientific research plays a crucial role in addressing global challenges, such as healthcare, environmental, and security issues, while research in social sciences and the humanities occupies a key function in understanding emerging social phenomena. Evidence shows that access to research data not only increases the returns from public investment in this area, but it also reinforces open scientific inquiry, encourages diversity of opinions, promotes new areas of work and enables the exploration of topics not envisioned by the initial investigators. Collaborative exchanges help avoid unnecessary duplication of research and give insight into the methodology followed. Timely and cost efficient access to publicly funded scientific research therefore contributes to increasing the general economic and social welfare.

Open access principles are gaining ground among policy makers, research funding agencies, high education institutions and researchers alike as the way forward. ‘Openness’ in science involves granting ‘access on equal terms for the international research community at the lowest possible cost, preferably at no more than the marginal cost of dissemination. Open access to research data from public funding should be easy, timely, user-friendly and preferably Internet-based.

Copyright and other intellectual property rights play a decisive role in the way scientific output is being disseminated and used by the scientific community because they underpin the relevant licensing practices. The expansion of open access policies to publicly funded research data raises a number of legal and policy issues that are often distinct from those concerning the publication of scientific articles and monographs. Since open access of research data – unlike publications – is a relatively new policy objective, less attention has been paid to the specific features of research data. This paper therefore gives an overview of the main legal issues and policy considerations involved in licensing both scientific publications and research data under open access conditions. It examines whether copyright law and database protection rights support, impede, enable or are neutral towards the implementation of open access principles for the dissemination of scientific results.

Generally speaking, intellectual property licenses are permissions to use protected subject matter, without which such use would constitute an act of infringement on the owner’s rights. Parties to a license tailor their contractual arrangements on the basis of the protection granted by the law. A license may therefore be more or less permissive for the licensee, depending on the circumstances and the goals pursued by the parties. Where the law is already permissive, a restrictive license will be deemed acceptable to an informed and equal licensee only if the reduction in permission is compensated in another way (reputation, income, etc.). Where the law is less permissive, a more liberal license will procure clear advantages to the licensee. The degree of permissiveness of an open access license is intrinsically connected to the scope of rights granted in each jurisdiction to scientific output, and the exceptions to those rights. While the implementation of OA principles may be based on contractual arrangements between authors, publishers, research institutions and funding organisations, the legal framework represents an important factor in how these arrangements are formed.

Other elements like the definition of protectable subject matter (e.g. the question of what is or is not protected by an IP right) and the duration of protection do not directly influence the permissiveness of an OA license, but are likely to affect the enforceability of a license. In principle, unprotected or no longer protected subject matter belongs to the public domain and should remain freely available for re-use by anyone and for any purpose. The failure to abide by the terms of a license attached to public domain material does not give rise to an infringement of rights. At most, it amounts to a breach of contract, which generally entails less far-reaching implications for licensees and more limited redress possibilities for the licensor. Because the qualification of the object licensed does not immediately affect the permissions granted under the OA license, this issue will essentially remain outside the scope of this chapter. References to the criteria for protection in the jurisdictions surveyed below are meant to give a rough
indication of the likelihood that research data is protected independently from the scientific publications, and consequently whether it could be the object of a separate open access license.

This chapter is further divided in three parts after this introduction. Section 2 examines the intellectual property protection of scientific output, understood as including scientific and scholarly publications as well as collections of any type of data. After an introduction of the general legal framework, which gives an overview of the main existing intellectual property rights that may attach to scientific output, section 2 further gives a portrait of the laws of several jurisdictions applicable to research results, with a particular focus on copyright law and, where applicable, on the protection of databases. Section 3 follows by giving a brief overview of the open access policies in some of these jurisdictions, making a link with the state of the IP legislation in those countries. Section 4 draws attention to two as yet unresolved issues, namely the problem of open access in the context of public-private partnerships and that of text and data mining.

It is important to realise at the outset, that the promotion of OA in science is essentially a matter of policy on the part of the government or the parties involved in the licensing of research output. The basic rationale behind promoting OA in science is generally that the gains made by society as a whole in having free access to and re-using the output of publicly funded research outweigh the loss of control of the licensor over the material. To demonstrate the soundness of this rationale as a policy choice would have required economic evidence and sociological analysis far beyond the means available for this study.
Scientific output and Intellectual property protection

General legal framework

This section will give a general overview of the international intellectual property regimes that are or may be applicable to the protection of scientific output. Scientific output, understood as including scientific and scholarly publications as well as collections of any type of data, can be protected by a number of rights within the category called intellectual property, chiefly copyright and database protection. These two rights are granted to their owners without any formality, at the moment an original work or qualifying database is created. Many other rights exist in the area of industrial property, such as trademarks, patents, topographies of integrated circuits, design rights, or protection of plant varieties. However, because industrial property rights accrue to their owner only once an active step towards registration has been made, the fulfilment of an open access policy can easily be achieved by not applying for registration. These rights will therefore not be discussed. Before turning to a jurisdiction-specific analysis, let us first provide a general overview of the selected rights at the international level in order to determine their ambit and the scope of their protection.

Copyright

Copyright protects literary and scientific works such as articles, papers, and other types of publications in the scientific field. However, copyright protects the original expressions of ideas, and not ideas themselves. This means that the article, paper, or other type of scientific work has to be expressed in some original form. This basic principle is implicitly enshrined in the oldest and most influential international agreement in the field of copyright, the Berne Convention of 1886 which states that: “The expression “literary and artistic works” shall include every production in the literary, scientific and artistic domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its expression, such as …”

A more explicit statement can be found in Art. 2 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) of 1996, and in the specular Art. 9(2) of the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) of 1994, which respectively establish that: “Copyright protection [shall] extend[s] to expressions and not to ideas, procedures, methods of operation or mathematical concepts as such.” According to this basic principle of copyright law, it is not sufficient that an idea takes shape in the mind of the researcher or scientist, but that idea needs to be expressed in a form that can be perceived (but does need to be perceived, as un-published works are protected as well) by others; this principle is also known as the idea-expression dichotomy.

The rights granted by copyright law at the international level are quite broad and traditionally encompass the right of reproduction of the work, the right of distribution of the work and of copies thereof, the right of communication of the work to the public including by public performance, the right of rental, and the right of translation, adaptation, arrangement and alteration of the work. The right of reproduction is one of the most fundamental rights granted by copyright laws worldwide and gives rights holders the right to reproduce the work in any manner or form. The right of reproduction generally covers verbatim copies of a protected work as well as partial or complete reproductions of the work in other formats. In other words, methods of reproduction such as design, engraving, lithography, printing processes, typewriting, photocopying, mechanical or magnetic recording, and all other processes known or yet to be discovered are acts covered by the reproduction right. The extent to which these acts also include specific forms of adaptation is not entirely clear, and both the Convention and national implementations protect adaptations – or specific types thereof such as translations – either independently or as part of the reproduction right. This is usually due to the
indeterminateness of the boundaries of the reproduction rights, especially in the case of borrowings that are far from literal copies of works.\textsuperscript{295}

The right to distribute copies is not present in the Berne convention\textsuperscript{296}. In 1996, the WCT eventually filled the gap by establishing in art. 6 that “authors of literary and artistic works shall enjoy the exclusive right of authorising the making available to the public of the original and copies of their works through sale or other transfer of ownership”\textsuperscript{297}. Accordingly, all WCT signatories that did not already provide for a general distribution right in their domestic legislations have implemented this provision. The InfoSoc directive of 2001 expressly prescribes this right at the EU level, something that was previously required only for specific subject matter such as computer programs, databases, and some neighbouring rights\textsuperscript{298}. Accordingly, the distribution of copies of scientific articles, books, monographs, studies, or computer programs or databases, are all acts that need to be authorised by the right holder (e.g. scientist, department, university, research centre).

An important limitation to the distribution right is the principle of “exhaustion” or “first sale doctrine”. This principle allows the resale of tangible copies of works (e.g. books) without authorisation from the right holder once the copies have been put on the market with his consent. In absence of this limitation, an author would be able to exercise his exclusive right every time a copy incorporating his work changed owners, thus enabling the author to control not only the first commercialisation of the work but also the derived, second-hand market with consequences on the international movements (imports and exports) of goods\textsuperscript{299}.

At the international level, a technology neutral formulation of the right of communication to the public constitutes a relatively recent addition, as it was introduced in 1996 in Art. 8 WCT. A right to communicate to the public was however already present in some jurisdictions, while others offered individually defined rights such as the right of public performance, broadcasting, and recitation, in accordance with Berne provisions (i.e. Arts. 11, 11bis, and 11ter)\textsuperscript{300}. Art. 8 WCT, however, brings the new concept of making available works “in such a way that members of the public may access these works from a place and at a time individually chosen by them” within copyright control\textsuperscript{301}. The main field of application of the new addition is in online and interactive environments, such as the Internet. Accordingly, to upload a work such as a scientific article or a database and offer it for download to Internet users constitutes an act of making available to the public, which needs to be authorised by the right holder. The case law of some jurisdictions has recognised that posting hyperlinks to works already available on websites, however, is not an independent act of communication, unless the link is clickable and it provides access to the work to a new public\textsuperscript{302}.

Acts such as the publication of articles, the making of reproductions, both analogue and digital, as well as the creation of derivative works - for instance a computer program or a database developed from a pre-existing one - are all acts that, at least in general terms, require the authorisation of the right holder unless an exception applies. It must be stressed that the international agreements of reference usually establish a “minimum level of protection” which means that signatory countries are allowed to offer more protection than that which is contained in the international agreements.

Another key characteristic of copyright law is found in the balance it strikes between uses reserved for right-holders and uses that are free, or in other words uses for which no authorisation is required. Two typologies can be found: uses that are not covered by copyright law and uses that are covered but exempted from authorisation, although sometimes “fair compensation” is required.

The former category enlists cases such as the possible requirement of fixation\textsuperscript{303}; official texts of a legislative, administrative and legal nature, and official translations of such texts\textsuperscript{304}; applied art and industrial designs and models\textsuperscript{305}; political speeches and speeches delivered in the course of legal
proceedings; and news of the day or miscellaneous facts having the character of mere items of press information. Except in the latter case, for which an absolute exclusion from protection is mandated, in all the other cases Berne countries can decide whether or not to offer protection to such categories of works.

The second category, “exceptions and limitations to copyright”, generally permit the use of a copyrighted work without the permission of the author or copyright owner. Such exceptions and limitations may be provided by statute or case law, including uses covered by “fair use” or “fair dealing” provisions. The policy rationales for exceptions and limitations in national law vary, including the protection of constitutional and/or fundamental rights, the regulation of industry practice and competition, the dissemination of knowledge, or finally market failure considerations. Examples of this second category can be seen in cases such as quotation; illustration for teaching; certain articles on current economic, political, or religious topics; and the reproduction of works for the purpose of reporting current events. Once more, given the minimum level of protection approach of the conventions, signatories are free to enact other exceptions and limitations, as long as these apply only to certain special cases that do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author.

Database protection

Databases represent a peculiar subject matter that is protected by copyright under certain circumstances, but in some countries – namely in the EU, Japan, South Korea – is also protected by a so called sui generis database right (SGDR) aimed at the protection of the investment.

The Berne Convention does not mention databases, but provides protection for collections of literary or artistic works such as encyclopedias and anthologies that, by reason of the selection and arrangement of their contents, constitute intellectual creations. The plain meaning of the provision seems to exclude from protection collections that do not consist of works, that is to say, collections of data (databases) are not covered by Art. 2(5). It has been argued that collections of data are in fact covered by the general provision of art. 2(1) as “literary and artistic works”.

In any event, nowadays the protection afforded to databases (as collections of data or other elements) is established – or confirmed – by both Art. 10(2) TRIPS and in the almost identical Art. 5 WCT.

“Compilations of data or other material, whether in machine readable or other form, which by reason of the selection or arrangement of their contents constitute intellectual creation shall be protected as such.”

As anticipated, an additional layer of protection is found in some countries and is afforded to databases regardless of the intellectual creation (i.e. “selection or arrangement”) that may or may not be present. What is protected instead is the investment in making the database, i.e. in the obtaining, verification or presentation of the data. This type of right, also known as Sui Generis Database Right (SGDR), is typical of the EU Database Directive, and of the laws of a number of other countries and will be dealt with below. It should be borne in mind that while the protection afforded to original databases focuses on the arrangement or selection without extending to the content of the database, the SGDR offers protection against the copying of substantial parts of the database, that is to say it extends, at least to some extent, to the data themselves.

National legislative framework

This section examines the laws of different jurisdictions as they relate to the protection of scientific publications and research data. In fact, scientific publications, like articles, monographs and reports, are in the vast majority of cases covered by copyright law, as original works of authorship. The question becomes
more problematic in the case of research data such as survey results, datasets etc. This type of information is most of the time excluded from copyright protection in so far as the compilations in which they are gathered do not meet the requirement of originality. However, the compilations or databases may be protected in those countries that recognise a sui generis database right. This explains why, in the pages below, greater attention is put on research data as objects of protection. The jurisdictions examined below are a sample of the Contracting parties of the OECD and include countries from the European Union, the United States of America, Australia, Canada, Israel, Japan and South Korea.

**EU legal framework**

**Copyright protection**

Whereas scientific publications, such as articles and monographs, virtually always attract copyright protection under the copyright laws of the Member States of the EU, the individual research data and the datasets containing them may not so easily fall under the copyright regime. Since copyright does not protect mere facts and ideas, but rather applies to the original expression of ideas, research data is not likely to qualify as protectable subject matter for lack of originality. The concept of originality in copyright law has been harmonised at the European level with respect to software, databases and photographs, and more recently extended to all kinds of works through the interpretation of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU), which established that a work is original if it is the “author’s own intellectual creation.”

To be eligible for copyright protection, collections of data, tables and compilations must therefore show a sufficient degree of originality in their selection or arrangement, that is to say if through this selection or arrangement the author was able to express his free and creative choices. Whether collections of scientific research data meet the criterion of originality is a question of fact to be determined on a case-by-case basis. However, if the selection or arrangement of the contents of a scientific database is dictated by technical factors or imperatives of accuracy and exhaustiveness, then the author can exercise little to no creativity or discretion in the choice, sequence and combination of the data in the collection. Scientific databases are therefore in most cases not likely to meet the threshold for copyright protection.

The Information Society Directive confers on rights owners the exclusive right to reproduce, communicate to the public and distribute their works. Member States must ensure that the reproduction right covers both the direct and indirect and the temporary and permanent making of reproductions by any means, in whole or in part, both to authors of works and to owners of neighbouring rights. This broad definition is however limited by the mandatory exception for transient and incidental reproductions contained in art. 5(1). The Directive also contains a list of exceptions on these exclusive rights, the most relevant of which is article 5(3)(a) that allows Member States to provide for exceptions in the case of ‘use for the sole purpose of illustration for teaching or scientific research, as long as the source, including the author’s name, is indicated, unless this turns out to be impossible, and to the extent justified by the non-commercial purpose to be achieved’. Like the vast majority of other exceptions in the Directive, this exception is optional; Member States may decide whether to implement it or not. As a result, Member States have different rules and regulations in this context, where some countries recognise no research exception at all (like The Netherlands and Spain). As a result the research exception is generally vague and unevenly implemented at national level, which may put some researchers at a disadvantage.

In its 2008 Green Paper on Copyright in the Knowledge Economy, the Commission initiated a round of consultations among stakeholders to discuss whether an approach based on a list of non-mandatory exceptions was still adequate in the light of evolving Internet technologies and the prevalent economic and social expectations. This consultation resulted in the publication of a Communication to the European Parliament and the Council on Copyright in the Knowledge Economy. As the Green Paper
that preceded it, the Communication addressed several aspects of copyright in the knowledge economy, putting particular emphasis on the exceptions for the benefit of libraries and archives, including the issue of orphan works, teaching and research, persons with disabilities, and user-created content (UCC).

At the beginning of 2014, the Commission launched another round of consultations on the reform of the European copyright regime, asking again about the adequateness of the research exception. In its Report on the responses to the Public Consultation on the Review of the EU Copyright Rules, the Commission reports on the respective position of the different stakeholders. While end users believe that open access is a suitable solution to increase access to research content that should be better supported, institutional users plead for a mandatory and technology-neutral research exception to be adopted at EU level. Publishers on the other hand argue in favour of licensing solutions. The future will tell whether the research exception will be modified as part of the copyright reform.

Database protection

Collections of scientific works, data, or other materials arranged in a systematic or methodical way and individually accessible electronically or by other means may be protected under the European sui generis database right (SGDR). Through article 7 of the Database Directive, as implemented in the legislation of the Member States, the maker of a database showing a substantial investment (assessed qualitatively and/or quantitatively) in either the obtaining, verification or presentation of its contents has the exclusive right to prevent the extraction and/or re-utilisation of the whole or of a substantial part, evaluated qualitatively and/or quantitatively, of the contents of that database. Like copyright protection, the sui generis database right arises automatically, without any formal requirement, at the time of completion or disclosure of the database to the public.

Where the ‘obtaining, verification or presentation’ of research datasets does involve the substantial investment necessary to qualify for protection, the sui generis protection confers two transferable rights on the maker of a database: the right of extraction and the right of re-utilisation of substantial parts of the database, which are respectively defined as follows: ‘(a) ‘extraction’ shall mean the permanent or temporary transfer of all or a substantial part of the contents of a database to another medium by any means or in any form; (b) ‘re-utilisation’ shall mean any form of making available to the public all or a substantial part of the contents of a database by the distribution of copies, by renting, by on-line or other forms of transmission’.

These two concepts have received a broad interpretation from the ECJ. In the Directmedia case, the Court found that an act of ‘extraction’ occurs when all or part of the contents of the database concerned are transferred to another medium, whether of the same or of a different nature. Such a transfer implies that all or part of the contents of a database can be found in a medium other than the original database. In the view of the ECJ, it is immaterial whether the transfer is based on a technical process of copying the contents of a protected database or on a simple manual process; similarly, it is irrelevant that the transfer of the contents of the database may lead to an arrangement of the elements that is different from that in the original one. The Court adds that the transfer of material from a protected database to another database following an on-screen consultation of the first database and an individual assessment of the material contained in that first database is also capable of constituting an extraction.

In the British Horseracing Board decision, the Court ruled that the concept of ‘re-utilisation’ must ‘be understood broadly, as extending to any act, not authorised by the maker of the database protected by the sui generis right, of distribution to the public of the whole or a part of the contents of the database’. The Court observed that the nature and form of the process are of no relevance in this respect. Recently, the Court of Justice reaffirmed its broad interpretation of the concept of ‘re-utilisation’ in a case involving the display of information generated as a result of a search in a dedicated meta search engine. The technique
employed by a dedicated meta search engine to crawl the targeted databases for specific information, although not identical, is probably comparable to some of the techniques used to text and data mine databases for research purposes: both types of searches make it possible to search the entire contents of that database even if only part of the database is actually consulted and displayed.

The Database Directive does not provide any definition of the terms ‘substantial’/’insubstantial’ or ‘qualitative’/’quantitative’. Intuitively, the first method to assess the substantiality of the part extracted and/or re-utilised consists in comparing quantitatively the amount of data taken with the total amount of data contained in the database as a whole. Accordingly, the ECJ decides that a quantitatively substantial part corresponds to ‘the volume of data extracted and/or reutilised and must be assessed in relation to the volume of the contents of the whole of that database’. Furthermore, the Court observes that ‘if a user extracts and/or reutilises a quantitatively significant part of the contents of a database whose creation required the deployment of substantial resources, the investment in the extracted or re-utilised part is, proportionately, equally substantial’333. It has been argued that the substantiality of a part can also derive from its economic value, namely from the price that would be paid for such a part, which would rise proportionately with the rate of investments incurred in the obtaining, verification and/or presentation of the part’s contents. But such a direct correlation cannot always be traced, and the Directive recognises a sui generis protection on the basis of the investment made in the database’s production rather than in its economic value.

The protection under the sui generis right lasts for 15 years from the first of January of the year following the date on which the database was completed. The term of protection for a database may start anew under two conditions, both involving the term ‘substantial’. The first one is a substantial modification of the contents of the database, evaluated either qualitatively or quantitatively, which can consist of additions, deletions or alterations (including rearrangement of the contents). The second is a substantial investment, evaluated qualitatively or quantitatively. This is one of the most controversial and criticised provisions of the Directive since it apparently offers grounds for a perpetual protection of the databases334.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that, according to article 11 of the Database Directive, only natural persons who are nationals of a Member State or who have their habitual residence in the territory of the EU can benefit from the database right. Furthermore, companies and firms are also entitled to such protection if they are formed according to the law of a Member State and have their registered office, central administration or principal place of business within the EU. Article 11.2 clarifies that in case a company or a firm has a registered office only in the territory of the EU, its operations must be substantially and durably linked with the economy of a Member State. In other words, the protection of the sui generis database right is not only unique to Europe in that it is conferred only on EU nationals, whether natural or legal persons, but also because there is no real comparable regime of protection for non-original databases outside the European Union335.

The Database Directive contains a separate set of exceptions for copyright and the database right. With respect to copyright, Article 6(1) contains a mandatory exception on copyright stating that the lawful user of a database may perform, without prior authorisation, any act covered by Article 5 necessary for the purposes of access to the content of the databases and normal use of the content. Article 6(2) allows Member States to provide for limitations on the copyright owner’s exclusive rights, including the right to make reproduction of a non-electronic database for private purposes and to use it for the sole purpose of illustration for teaching or scientific research, as long as the source is indicated and to the extent justified by the non-commercial purpose to be achieved336. Since Article 6(2) is optional, Member States have either implemented it in various ways or not at all337.

With respect to the sui generis database right, Article 8(1) states that ‘the maker of a database which is made available to the public in whatever manner may not prevent a lawful user of the database from
extracting and/or re-utilising insubstantial parts of its contents, evaluated qualitatively and/or quantitatively, for any purposes whatsoever’. Article 9 recognises the same optional exceptions on the _sui generis_ as in Article 6, but limited to the right of extraction. This means that, where implemented, the substantial extraction of the content of a database is allowed for research purposes, but that no act of re-utilisation can be performed. This restriction actually removes any practical value of the research exception on the database right.\(^{338}\)

The application of Articles 6 and 9 rests on the concept of a lawful user: only a lawful user may benefit from the exceptions of Article 6(1), 8(1) and 9, while the exceptions listed in Article 6(2) extend to anyone. The concept of ‘lawful user’ is nowhere defined in the Directive. A literal interpretation suggests that once the right holder makes the database available to a user, s/he is deemed to be a lawful user.\(^{339}\) Access may, however, be conditioned by the terms of use or other contractual agreements set by the rights holder. In such a case, “contractual agreement” would need to be interpreted in a broad manner. The use of freely available online databases (websites in many instances), even in the absence of any specific terms of use, on the basis of an implied authorisation, may also qualify as a lawful use, as long as the database is published by (or with the consent of) the rights holder.\(^{340}\)

**France**

In France, copyright is regulated in the _Code de la Propriété Intellectuelle_ (Intellectual Property Code, IPC), which deals with literary and artistic property as well as with industrial property. The object of protection is an original work of the mind (_œuvre de l’esprit_), which enjoys rights of economic exploitation and moral rights.\(^{342}\) In particular, original books, as well as other literary, artistic, and scientific writings, conferences and sermons, works of photography, computer programs, and databases are illustratively listed as protected works.\(^{343}\)

Article L122-1 establishes that authors’ rights of exploitation include the right of representation (_représentation_) and the right of reproduction. The former covers acts of communication to the public by any means, including by public presentation, public transmission, and any other diffusion throughout a telematics network.\(^{344}\) The right of reproduction consists in the material fixation of the work through any process, such as printing, drawing, photography, and any other mechanical or magnetic recording.\(^{345}\)

Exceptions and limitations to copyright are regulated under Article L122-5 IPC. Particularly relevant for the purpose of this study is the exemption of short quotations and analysis justified by the educational, informational or scientific character or for criticism, provided that the name of the author and the source are indicated.\(^{346}\) Also allowed – under the same general obligation to cite the author and the source – are the representations or reproductions of excerpts of works for the scope of illustration for teaching and research, provided that the public for which such representations or reproductions are intended is mainly composed of pupils, students, teachers or researchers, that there is no commercial exploitation, and under the obligation of a fair compensation for authors. Works conceived for pedagogic purposes are also excluded from the exception.

Regarding the _sui generis_ database protection (SGDR), Art. L341-1 requires a financial, material or human substantial investment in the constitution, verification or presentation of the database in order to grant the relative right to the maker. In a number of decisions, French courts have applied a low threshold concerning the requirement for substantial investment, although many of them pre-date the 2004 ECJ saga, which established that investments in the creation of the data do not qualify for SGDR protection.\(^{347}\)

Regarding the exceptions and limitation that apply to databases, a few observations can be formulated. Art. L122-5 paragraph 5 of the IPC states that the acts necessary for the purpose of access to the contents of an electronic database and within the limits of the use regulated by contract do not require
the author’s authorisation. Two elements of the French provision are not present in Art. 6 of the Directive: the limitation only to electronic databases, and the presence of a contract – the directive employs the term *lawful user*, which includes users who lawfully use the database also in absence of contractual provisions.

The French transposition does not explicitly implement Art. 15 of the Directive, which declares null and void any contractual provision in violation of Article 6(1). Regarding the exceptions for illustration for teaching and scientific research\(^348\), the general provision of Article 122-5(e) is applicable to all copyright-protected subject matter and therefore also to databases. The only observation is that the French provision requires fair compensation for such uses, something that the Directive does not mention. As to whether other exceptions and limitations that are traditionally authorised under national law (Article 6(2)(d) of the Directive) are applicable under French law, no specific reference is made in the Code. It seems that an interpretation in line with the general principles of law would admit that pre-existing exceptions that apply to copyright should apply also to databases, as long as those are protected by copyright.

Regarding exceptions to the SGDR, the French legislator took the opportunity to introduce an exception for private purposes for cases of extraction of non-electronic databases (Article 342-3(2)), and for extraction and re-utilisation for teaching or scientific research purposes (Article 342-3(4)), although once again requiring fair compensation. The exception for public security or administrative or judicial procedures is to be found in a different part of the Code, which applies generally to all rights covered by that section (copyright, neighbouring rights and the SGDR). The wording of such exceptions is consequently slightly different from that contained in the Directive.

An important observation is the omission by the French legislator in Article L342-3 of provisions dealing with the exceptions and limitations to the SGDR of the lawful user and it should therefore be concluded that such exceptions are available to any user.

Finally, France has introduced a new exception to the SGDR on the basis of the implementation of the Information Society Directive. Such exception applies to legal persons and publicly accessible institutions such as libraries, which are allowed to make extractions and re-use substantial parts of a database for personal consultation by handicapped persons and for non-commercial purposes (Article L342-3(3)).

**Germany**

The German Copyright Act (UrhG) protects literary, scientific and artistic works, among which it illustratively lists writings, speeches, musical works, choreographies, works of fine art, works of photography, cinematographic works, and illustrations of a scientific or technical nature\(^349\). The list is non-exhaustive and is followed by a general purpose clause, defining copyright-protectable works as “personal intellectual creations” of their authors\(^350\).

In order to establish that a work is a personal intellectual creation four cumulative criteria are generally considered essential. According to these criteria a work is a “personal creation” (the work has to originate from a person) with an “intellectual content” (an idea that is expressed) in a “perceptible form” (the work needs to be expressed in a form that can be perceived) which has a certain degree of “individuality” (the work has specific characteristics that make it original). This does not mean that works need to be novel or unique, but they need to be creative and individual to the author. Mere ideas are not protected\(^351\).

Art. 4 of the German Copyright Act grants copyright protection to databases, i.e. to collections of works, data, or other independent elements which, by reason of their selection or arrangement, constitute the author’s own intellectual creation\(^352\). Protection of course does not extend to the constituent elements of the collections or databases, which can be both protected works or unprotected items. The decisive
consideration is whether the collection itself constitutes an intellectual creation. Accordingly, the selection or arrangement of the database elements must constitute an intellectual creation and the work must have reached a certain level of originality. This level of originality has to be found in the structure of the database i.e. in the selection or arrangement of its content.

According to Article 7 UrhG, the author is the creator of the work. Since a personal creation is required, the author of a work can only be a natural person. It is worthwhile to note that, in German copyright law, transfers of copyright to others are not contemplated as article 29 I UrhG prohibits this type of alienation. However, it is possible to assign rights of use as stated by Article 31 I UrhG.

Authors’ exclusive rights are listed in Arts. 15 et seq. and comprise the exclusive rights of reproduction (Art. 16 UrhG), distribution (Art. 17 UrhG), exhibition (Art. 18 UrhG), and the right of communication to the public (Arts. 19 - 22 UrhG). Extremely relevant in the context of this report is a recent addition to the Act, in Art. 38 UrhG, which deals directly with the issue of licensing scientific publications created as a result of public funding and reads as follows:

_The author of a scientific contribution which is the result of a research activity publicly funded by at least fifty percent and which has appeared in a collection which is published periodically at least twice per year has the right, even if he has granted the publisher or editor an exclusive right of use, to make the contribution available to the public in the accepted manuscript version upon expiry of 12 months after first publication, unless this serves a commercial purpose. The source of the first publication shall be indicated. Any deviating agreement to the detriment of the author shall be ineffective._

This provision is intended to allow the author of a scientific work that is generated in the context of publicly funded – at least 50% – research and published in a periodical collection (at least biannual), to make the accepted version of the manuscript publicly available for non-commercial purposes after an embargo period of twelve months. The right to republish cannot be limited by contractual agreements, which means that even if the author has licensed all her exclusive rights to a publisher, she will still be entitled to the right of republication.

Exceptions and limitations to copyright are present in Sec. VI (Arts. 44a to 63a). Of particular relevance for this study is the exception of quotation provided by Article 51 UrhG that allows the reproduction, distribution, and communication to the public of a published work for the purpose of quotation (e.g.: inclusion in an independent scientific, literary or musical work) to the extent justified by such a purpose.

The sui generis database right (SGDR) is implemented in Sec. VI of the Act, Arts. 87a-e. The implementation of the sui generis right follows closely the requirements already seen when analysing the EU framework. Of particular interest in the German implementation is the provision regarding the maker of the database, identified as the person who has made the investment, with no explicit reference to the “risk” factor. However, it has been noted that the Datenbankhersteller is in fact the person (including legal person) who bears the risk, as the risk element is implied in the concept of investment.

Regarding the level of substantial investment, German courts have fully implemented the ECJ rulings that limit investments to acts connected with the obtaining, verification and presentation of the data, and not with the creation of the data themselves. However, the investment so characterised does not need to be particularly high and even “routine” investments such as the maintenance of the database software, and verification of the entries submitted by third parties qualify.
The German Supreme Court (Bundesgerichtshof, BGH) ruled that the extraction of 75% of a database corresponds to a substantial extraction in quantitative terms and therefore violates the scope of the SGDR\(^{362}\). Similarly, the same Court found that an extraction of one-tenth of a database’s content does not constitute a substantial reproduction in quantitative terms and therefore is permitted by the law\(^{363}\). While this type of numerical pointer can prove particularly helpful in determining the boundaries of the right and consequently what constitute a licit reproduction, it must also be borne in mind that investments that are qualitatively substantial can constitute an infringement. Therefore, an extraction of 10%, when this 10% is qualitatively substantial (because it corresponds to a quantitative or qualitative substantial investment) can be found to infringe the SGDR.

Art. 87c lists the limitations to the SGDR and states that acts of reproduction of substantial parts of the database are permissible in cases of private use (but only in the case of non-electronic databases), personal scientific use (but only to the extent justified by that use and for non-commercial purposes), and illustration for teaching (as long as there is no commercial purpose). A general exception to the rights of reproduction, distribution and communication to the public is also permitted for cases of public order such as court proceedings and other authority mandated uses.

**The Netherlands**

Article 10 of the Dutch Copyright Act (DCA) contains a non-exhaustive list of categories of works that are literary, scientific and artistic works, and are protected under the DCA provided they are sufficiently original. This includes original adaptations (Article 13 DCA). The criterion of originality is not specified in the Act but has been recognised as a requirement for protection by the courts in several cases \(^{364}\). “Originality” (or “oorspronkelijkheid”) is in Dutch practice typically used as shorthand for a two-pronged test elaborated by the Supreme Court. The work must have an “own, individual character” and “bear the personal stamp of the author”\(^{365}\).

Exclusive rights of the author are governed by either one of two broad concepts: the right to make a reproduction, or “verveelvoudiging”, pursuant to Article 13 DCA and the right to communicate to the public, or “openbaarmaking”, pursuant to Article 12 DCA. The right to make a reproduction encompasses two elements: the right to make copies of a work of authorship, and the right to make adaptations, arrangements, interpretations, translations, or any form of conversion of the work into another work. Actually Article 13 of the Act only refers to the second element of the right of reproduction. Because the issue was so obvious to the Dutch legislator, the first element of the right of reproduction is nowhere explicitly provided for in the Act.

Chapter 6 of the DCA contains numerous limitations and exceptions allowing unauthorised use of protected works for different purposes, by different types of users and under different conditions. The most relevant in the context of this study are the right of quotation (Article 15a), the right to use works communicated by or on behalf of a public authority (Article 15b), and the educational use exception (Article 16). Unique to the DCA and relevant in the context of scientific works produced or disseminated by or on behalf of public authorities is Article 15b, which reads as follows:

*The further communication to the public or reproduction of a literary, scientific or artistic work communicated to the public by or on behalf of the public authorities shall not be deemed an infringement of the copyright in such a work, unless the copyright has been explicitly reserved, either in a general manner by law, decree or ordinance, or in a specific case by a notice on the work itself or at the communication to the public. Even if no such reservation has been made, the author shall retain the exclusive right to have works of his that have been communicated to the public, by or on behalf of the public authorities, appear in the form of a collection.*
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This exception is barely invoked in practice and has led since its introduction in the Copyright Act in 1975 to only three judicial decisions.286

Another exception relevant to the use and dissemination of scientific works is the educational use exception. Long before the implementation of the Directive, the DCA allowed the “taking over of parts of works” for teaching purposes, pursuant to Article 16. Article 16 § 1a gave examples of possible acts falling under the scope of the exception. These include publications, sounds or video recording. Whether these means of reproduction included digital reproduction or online communication was highly uncertain. As a result of the implementation of the Directive, Article 16 of the DCA has been made technology-neutral/independent, so that digital reproductions are also covered, as well as acts of making a work available to the public. Accordingly, all reproductions and communications that comply with the conditions set out in the article are in principle covered. Notably, Article 16 of the DCA contains three additional criteria that do not appear in Article 5(3)(a) of the Directive: 1) the work from which the part is taken must have been published lawfully; 2) the adoption must be in accordance with that which might reasonably be accepted under the rules of social custom; and 3) moral rights have to be observed. In addition, educational use requires that the source of the work used be indicated. Furthermore, and in contrast to the Directive, educational uses have always been and remain permissible under Dutch law provided that an equitable remuneration is paid to the rights owners. Note however, that the Dutch Copyright Act contains no specific research exception.

Pursuant to Article 1a of the Database Act, and in conformity with the Database Directive, a database is protected if it constitutes “a collection of independent works, data or other materials arranged in a systematic or methodical way and which elements are individually accessible by electronic or other means and for which the acquisition, control or presentation of the contents, evaluated qualitatively or quantitatively, bears witness to a substantial investment”. Unconvinced of the need to grant protection for databases beyond that provided by the Dutch copyright regime, Dutch courts have tended, since the very adoption of the Database Act, to interpret the requirement of “substantial investment” rather restrictively. Since the ECJ’s decision, Dutch courts have followed the ECJ’s creation/collection dichotomy and are in general reluctant to conclude that there has been a substantial investment in the absence of clear evidence put forward by the alleged right holder that he incurred substantial costs in the collection, verification or presentation of the content of the database.367

The beneficiary of the protection is not defined in the Dutch Database Act. There is therefore no reference in the Act to any kind of risk of investing. Dutch commentators seem to agree, however, that the sui generis right “should only be conferred as a reward for the risks taken by the innovating industry which actually produce the databases, not the commissioning parties”. Other commentators posit that employees, subcontractors or anyone else executing the work without bearing the financial responsibility for the end product cannot be considered as a database right holder.369

The Database Directive is silent on the issue of the source of the funding or the role of public money in the acquisition of rights. The Netherlands is so far the only Member State to have explicitly regulated the exercise of the sui generis rights by public sector bodies. Article 8 of the Dutch Database Act denies a public authority the right to exercise its exclusive database rights unless the right is reserved explicitly by a general mention in an act, order or ordinance, or in a specific case by notification on the database itself or while the database is made available to the public. The specific question of the impact of public funding on the nature of the investment made to produce a database was the object of a ruling from the Raad van State (Dutch Council of State) in the Landmark case.370 In the court of first instance, the District Court of Amsterdam found that the local authorities of Amsterdam could not be qualified as the producer of the database, of which the list of addresses was part, since the production of the database was initiated and financed by the local authorities of Amsterdam, a large part of which was financed by the Ministry of
Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment. This ruling was confirmed on 29 April 2009 by the Raad van State. The Dutch position is so far unique within the EU.

The Dutch legislator transposed Article 9 of the Directive on permitted exceptions to the database right literally. In addition to these exceptions, the Dutch Database Act contains in Article 8(2) a unique provision, modelled after Article 15b of the Copyright Act. The provision reads:

The right, referred to in Article 2, paragraph 1 shall not apply to databases for which the public authority is the producer, unless the right is expressly reserved either in general by law, order or resolution or in a particular case as evidenced by a notification in the database itself or when the database is made available to the public.

The main rationale behind this provision is that when transposing the Database Directive into Dutch law, the Dutch legislator did not want to put the makers of a database in a better position than authors of copyright-protected works. In other words, since works that are made available by or on behalf of public authorities are covered by the exception of Article 15b of the Copyright Act, there is no reason not to apply a similar exception to databases produced by public authorities.

**United Kingdom**

In the United Kingdom copyright law is regulated pursuant to the Copyright, Design and Patents Act 1988 (CDPA 1988). The central element of copyright protection is the copyright work characterised as literary, dramatic, musical, and artistic works, films, sound recordings, broadcasts, and published editions (or typographical works). Differently from many other Copyright Acts the UK's lists exhaustively the categories of works that can qualify for copyright protection; that is to say, under UK law a work, in order to enjoy copyright protection, has to fall within one of the eight categories above listed.

Scientific works, although representing a heterogeneous class whose components could fall within more than one of the eight mandatory categories aforementioned, will most likely be included in the first one: literary works. Literary works, in fact, are defined as any work, other than a dramatic or musical work, which is written, spoken or sung, and accordingly includes a) a table or compilation other than a database; b) a computer program; c) preparatory design material for a computer program; and d) a database. Literary works are not limited to works of literature, but include all works spoken or written, – with the obvious exclusion of dramatic or musical works – as well as symbols and numerals irrespectively of any quality or aesthetic value. Literary works include explicitly works that are spoken such as lectures, conference talks and key-notes, yet, as indicated by Sec. 3(2), copyright does not subsist in a literary work unless and until it is recorded, in writing or otherwise.

In accordance with the EU framework, the rights granted by the CDPA are the right of reproduction, distribution, communication to the public, adaptation, rental and lending rights, and the right to perform, show or play the work in public. These rights may be available only for some though not all of the protected subject matter, but for our main purpose – scientific works falling within the literary work category – it is safe to assume that all the aforementioned rights are available to right holders.

Databases are protected as a distinct class of literary works on the basis of a definition that closely resembles the one provided by the Database Directive. The definition is broad enough to cover most if not all of the material that previously was protected as table and compilations. The sui generis database right was implemented in the Copyright and Rights in Databases Regulations 1997 amending the parts of the CDPA 1988 regarding the protection offered to databases by copyright (Part II) and regulating in detail the SGDR (Part III) following the framework set forth by the EU Database Directive. In particular the database maker is the person who takes the initiative in obtaining, verifying or presenting the contents of a database.
and assumes the risk of investing in that obtaining, verification or presentation\textsuperscript{376}. Fair dealing with substantial parts of a database extracted by the lawful user for the purpose of illustration for teaching or research and not for any commercial purpose and provided that the source is indicated is not an infringement of the database right in a database\textsuperscript{377}.

The UK, as many common law systems, has a partially different approach to exceptions and limitations to copyright, if compared with the national examples – mostly from civil law tradition – thus far analysed. This difference lies in a general provision allowing a certain number of uses so long as they are “fair”. According to Sec. 29 and 30, fair dealing with a [literary, dramatic, musical, or artistic\textsuperscript{378}] work does not infringe any copyright in the work so long as the purpose of the fair dealing is: a) research or private study; b) criticisms or review; or c) news reporting. In order to benefit from this copyright infringement liability exemption it must be shown that the dealing (any use of a work) was fair, which is often a matter of “degree and impression”\textsuperscript{379}. Factors to be considered in order to establish the fairness of someone's use include whether the work was published, how the work was obtained, the amount taken, the use thereof made, the motives and consequences of the dealing, and alternatives to the dealing, i.e. whether the purpose could have been reached by other means\textsuperscript{380}. In addition to the fair dealing provisions, a number of other exceptions and limitations are present in the CDPA. Two that are relevant for our present purpose are contained in Sec. 32 and allow the preparation of copies of a work in the course of, or preparation for, instruction. Another relevant provision, Sec. 50D, implements the EU made rule that the legitimate user of a database does not infringe any copyright when doing any acts which are necessary for the purpose of access and use of the content of the database; this defence cannot be contracted out.

The UK has recently implemented\textsuperscript{381} a number of amendments to the CDPA, which are expected to facilitate the conduct of scientific research and analysis. Of particular interest is the new section 29A, which reads as follows:

```
“29A  Copies for text and data analysis for non-commercial research

(1) The making of a copy of a work by a person who has lawful access to the work does not infringe copyright in the work provided that —

(a) the copy is made in order that a person who has lawful access to the work may carry out a computational analysis of anything recorded in the work for the sole purpose of research for a non-commercial purpose, and

(b) the copy is accompanied by a sufficient acknowledgement (unless this would be impossible for reasons of practicality or otherwise).

(2) Where a copy of a work has been made under this section, copyright in the work is infringed if —

(a) the copy is transferred to any other person, except where the transfer is authorised by the copyright owner, or

(b) the copy is used for any purpose other than that mentioned in subsection (1)(a), except where the use is authorised by the copyright owner.

(3) If a copy made under this section is subsequently dealt with —

(a) it is to be treated as an infringing copy for the purposes of that dealing, and

(b) if that dealing infringes copyright, it is to be treated as an infringing copy for all subsequent purposes.
```
(4) In subsection (3) “dealt with” means sold or let for hire, or offered or exposed for sale or hire.

(5) To the extent that a term of a contract purports to prevent or restrict the making of a copy which, by virtue of this section, would not infringe copyright, that term is unenforceable.”

The provision basically clarifies that making a copy of a work for the purpose of text and data mining (TDM) is not an infringement of the copyright in the work provided that this is made for the sole purpose of research for non-commercial purposes. The provision has also the upside to make clear that any contractual agreement that has the effect of limiting the possibility of making copies under this provision is unenforceable. The exception does not cover the SGDR, however. It is the opinion of the UK government that the SGDR's fair dealing exception for non-commercial scientific uses offers a parallel defence adequate to the present needs.

United States of America

The intellectual property clause of the U.S. Constitution authorises Congress to enact copyright legislation with the objective to promote science and useful arts by giving authors the exclusive rights to their writings for a limited time. The present Copyright Act, which was last given a comprehensive update in 1976, rests on this constitutional basis. Sec. 102 of the Copyright Act affords copyright protection to original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.

The section proceeds with non-exhaustive lists of examples of what can constitute a work of authorship: literary, musical, dramatic, choreographic, pictorial, audio-visual, architectural works, and sound recordings. The concept of originality under U.S. copyright law has been defined as requiring a modicum of creativity, therefore excluding from protection the mere investment of time and effort in the creation of works (the so-called “sweat of the brow” doctrine). Significantly, the second part of Sec. 102 excludes from protection any idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work. Another major area where copyright cannot apply is in United States government works: Sec. 105 establishes that copyright protection is not available for any work of the United States Government.

Any work created by an officer or employee of the US government as part of that person’s official duties is not subject to copyright within the United States. Consequently, the majority of works, including original databases, produced by US government agencies are in the public domain and can be used and re-used for any purpose without fear of copyright infringement. Two main limitations to this rule need, however, to be noted: a) the rule applies only to works of the US federal government – the works of states and local authorities are protected by copyright; b) the rule operates only for US works and only within US borders – the US government reserves the right to enforce copyright in its own works outside the United States. US copyright grants authors the exclusive rights to reproduce their work in copies and phonorecords; to prepare derivative works based on the copyrighted work; to distribute copies to the public by sale, rental, lease or lending; and to perform and display the work publicly.

Among the main innovations that the present Copyright Act introduced was the codification of the so-called “fair use” doctrine. The fair use doctrine was originally developed by US courts and only later codified in § 107 of the Copyright Act 1976. The doctrine is characterised by an open-ended list of purposes for which the use of a work may be regarded as fair, marked by the words ‘such as’, and by four factors to be considered in determining whether or not a particular use is fair.
A recent application of the fair use doctrine can be seen in two cases that involved the Google Books project. The “Google Books Program” actually consists of two components: the “Partner Program” involving the hosting and display of material provided by book publishers or other rights holders, and the “Library Program” involving the digital scanning of books in the collections of several public and university libraries. These programmes entail several activities, including making text available with rightsholder authorisation, and offering the tools for online searching of the content of the books and displaying snippets of the books. Whether the display of “snippets” is fair use in Authors Guild v. Google is still to be determined, as the case is currently on appeal to the Second Circuit.

After the rejection of a proposed settlement between The Authors Guild and Google, The Authors Guild continued its lawsuit against Google and at the same time sued HathiTrust, a partnership of major academic research libraries that relies on Google Books Search to create a digital archive of library materials (the HathiTrust Digital Library, or “HDL”). Works within the HDL are used for three purposes: (1) full-text searches; (2) preservation; and (3) facilitating access for print-disabled persons. In both cases, a District Court had to determine whether digitisation of books is a fair use of copyrighted material. The decisions were rendered by different judges (on October 10, 2012 and November 14, 2013 respectively), both of whom ruled against the Authors Guild and in favour of applying the fair use doctrine.

The Mass Digitisation Project is referred to in the Authors Guild, Inc. et al v. HathiTrust et al case and is a project through which Google creates digital copies of works in the Universities' libraries in exchange for which Google provides digital copies to HathiTrust. Considering the different goals of the Mass Digitisation Project under the first fair-use factor, the Court stressed that these were to be considered as transformative uses, referring – amongst others – to the new areas and methods of research, such as text mining, that the digital copies enabled. Although one might have expected Google’s fair use defence to be weaker than the libraries’, Judge Chin in Authors Guild v. Google equally ruled that Google’s use of the copyrighted works in the context of its book scanning and indexing project constitutes “fair use” under copyright law. The court reasoned that Google’s digitisation of books is “highly transformative,” adds value, serves several important educational purposes, and may enhance the sale of books to the benefit of copyright owners.

The fact that Google Books facilitates search, offering an important tool for readers, scholars, researchers, libraries and others to identify and find books, and opens up new fields of research, in particular through text mining, was put forward to demonstrate the transformative character of Google’s use of the copyrighted works. In Authors Guild v. HathiTrust, the Court refers in a footnote to text mining, noting that “[m]ass digitisation allows new areas of non-expressive computational and statistical research”. This may or may not apply to copying entire digital databases that are already “mass digitised” and created for purposes that include text mining. Admittedly, the Court did not address any intermediate copying activities by TDM researchers themselves. However, considering the outcome of both Authors Guild v. HathiTrust and the lower court decision in Authors Guild v. Google – concluding that HathiTrust and Google’s use of the copyrighted works qualified as fair use – there is precedent indicating that copying acts by TDM researchers for the purpose of extracting non-expressive metadata, within certain parameters, could be considered fair use under US law. However, as is true of all fair use cases in the US, these decisions are highly dependent on the particular facts before the courts. Moreover, these cases are not binding on federal courts outside the Second Circuit.

Canada

The Canadian Copyright Act regulates copyright at the federal level since its original enactment in 1921. Protection is afforded to every original literary, dramatic, musical, and artistic work and grants the exclusive rights to produce or reproduce the work or any substantial part thereof in any material form whatever, to perform the work in public or, if the work is unpublished, to publish the work or any
substantial part thereof. The Supreme Court of Canada has ruled that an original work is the expression of an idea through an exercise of skill and judgment.

Contrary to the United States, where works produced by the federal government are not protected by US copyright law, Canada’s Copyright Act provides that copyright in works prepared or published by or under the direction or control of Her Majesty and save an agreement to the contrary belongs to the crown, and is exercised in Canada by the government. It is worth noting, however, that the Canadian government has waived the enforcement of copyright in relation to laws and decisions of federal bodies and courts, and many provincial governments have followed this path. Furthermore, many Departments who administer Crown copyright for material they create implement a policy whereby permission is not required for certain specified uses of Crown copyright material (e.g., for personal or non-commercial purposes), unless otherwise specified in the material.

The scope of protection under the Canadian Copyright Act includes the right to reproduce the work in a material form, to publish the work, to perform the work in public, to communicate the work to the public by telecommunication, and to make an adaptation of the work. The Act has contained a fair dealing exception since its initial adoption in 1921. To be exempted under the fair dealing exception, the purpose of the dealing must qualify as one of the allowable purposes under the Copyright Act, and the dealing must be fair. The Copyright Act underwent changes in 2012, which included provisions to implement the WCT, as well as new or expanded exceptions (for example, education, parody, and satire were added to the previous allowable fair dealing purposes, namely research, private study, criticism, review or news reporting) and remedies.

A first element in the assessment of whether a dealing is “fair” is to consider whether it falls under one of the allowable purposes of the Copyright Act. In CCH Canadian Ltd. v Law Society of Upper Canada, a landmark case, the Court was asked to decide upon the application of the fair dealing defence for purposes of research and private study. The Court ruled that “these allowable purposes should not be given a restrictive interpretation or this could result in the undue restriction of users’ rights” (para. 54). The Court in CCH also stated that the allowable purposes must be given a “large and liberal interpretation”, and that “research” is not limited to non-commercial or private contexts (para. 51).

Secondly, the dealing must be fair. Whether a dealing is “fair” depends, in addition to the purpose of the use, on a series of criteria set out by the courts and to be assessed on a case-by-case basis, including the character and amount of the dealing, the nature of the work, the existence of any alternatives to the dealing, and the effect of the dealing on the work. A recent line of jurisprudence from the Supreme Court of Canada interpreting the criteria of the “fair dealing” defence has prompted some commentators to see in this development a subtle move towards an American-style “fair use” defence.

Whether TDM is fair dealing would depend on the specific facts of each individual case to which a court would apply the conditions mentioned above. TDM would need to fall under one of the enumerated purposes and be “fair”. Knowing that the Supreme Court has twice reiterated the importance of allowing fair dealing for purposes of research and private study, TDM activities could, under the appropriate factual circumstances, qualify as fair dealing under the new Canadian copyright regime.

Australia

According to the Australian Copyright Act, copyright subsists in an original literary, dramatic, musical, or artistic work published or unpublished. Copyright gives the author of a literary, dramatic, and musical work the exclusive right to reproduce the work in a material form, to publish the work, to perform the work in public, to communicate the work to the public, and to make an adaptation of the work. Reproduction arises when one such work is copied in any material form, where material is to be
interpreted as including any visible or non-visible form of storage, irrespective of whether the work is stored in a form that itself could be reproduced (therefore including e.g. RAM copies). In particular, Sec. 21(1A) establishes that a work is reproduced if it is converted into or from a digital or other electronic machine-readable form. The right of publication consists in the right of distribution and a work is published only if reproductions of it have been supplied to the public by sale or otherwise. The Copyright Amendment Act of 2000 has introduced in Australia a general right of communication to the public, defined as the right to make available online or electronically transmit a work or subject matter.

Fair dealing for the purpose of research or study does not constitute an infringement of the copyright in the work. The meaning of research and study in relation to fair dealing defence has been analysed in detail by the Court of Appeal. Interestingly, Sec. 40(1A) establishes that fair dealing with a literary work (other than lecture notes) does not constitute an infringement of copyright if it is for the purpose of, or associated with, an approved course of study or research by an enrolled external student of an educational institution. Lecture notes are defined as any literary work produced for the purpose of the course of study or research by a person lecturing or teaching in or in connection with the course of study or research.

In order to determine whether the dealing for the purpose of research or study was fair, Subsection 2 lists, for the purpose of illustration; the purpose and character of the dealing; the nature of the work; the possibility of obtaining the work within a reasonable time at an ordinary commercial price; the effect of the dealing on the potential market for the work; and the amount and substantiality of the part copied in relation to the whole work – in cases of only partial reproductions. A special case is introduced for reproductions, for the purpose of research or study, of all or part of a literary, dramatic or musical work contained in an article in a periodical publication. This case is considered to be fair dealing – i.e. regardless of an evaluation of the elements established by Subsection 2 – for the purpose of research or study unless another article in the publication is also reproduced for the purpose of different research or a different course of study.

Another special case where the finding of fairness in the dealing is irrespective of the elements listed in Subsection 2, is provided by Sec. 40(5). It establishes that a reproduction for the purpose of research or study of not more than a reasonable portion (usually a 10% or a chapter) of a published work such as a literary work of at least 10 pages is taken to be a fair dealing with the work for the purpose of research or study. The provision of Subsection 5 does not apply to computer programs or electronic compilations such as databases.

Other cases of fair dealing on top of research and study include criticism or review, parody or satire, and news reporting. The Australian Copyright Act also provides for a number of specific exceptions to copyright (“Acts not constituting infringement of copyright”) in Divisions 3 to 5, which include a variety of cases ranging from copies for private use and copies made by educational establishments, to temporary reproductions made in the course of communications, which however are not particularly relevant for our present purpose.

Unlike the U.S. and Canada – where as seen, and for different reasons, fair use and fair dealing are considered flexible instruments – the Australian fair dealing exception has not received such a broad interpretation from the courts. The Australian Law Reform Commission received Terms of Reference for the Copyright Inquiry on 29 June 2012. The ALRC was asked to consider whether exceptions and statutory licences in the Copyright Act 1968 are adequate and appropriate in the digital environment and whether further exceptions should be recommended. The Final Report was tabled in Parliament on 13 February 2014. The report discusses at length the comparative benefits and drawbacks of introducing a fair use defence or amending the fair dealing defence. The Report contains 30 recommendations for reform. The key recommendation is for the introduction of a fair use exception to Australian copyright law. Only the future will tell whether the Australian Parliament will go that far.
Israel

The Israel Copyright Act of 2007 grants protection to any original literary, dramatic, musical, or artistic work, if the work is fixed in any form\textsuperscript{415}. Sec. 5 of the Act states that ideas, procedures and methods of operation, mathematical concepts, facts or data, or news of the day are not protected by copyright, which however can sustain in their expression\textsuperscript{416}. The case law indicates, however, that in addition to originating in an author, a work must show some creativity to attract copyright\textsuperscript{417}. In particular, the Supreme Court found that a scholar deciphering fragments of old and damaged scrolls and reconstructing missing parts performed a copyright protectable activity even though his intent was to restore the text to its prior state, because such reconstruction required creativity and discretion in choosing among alternatives\textsuperscript{418}.

According to Sec. 11, an author enjoys the right of reproduction, publication, public performance, broadcast, making available to the public, making a derivative work, and rental. In particular, reproduction is defined as the right to make a copy of the work and includes storage of a work through electronic or any other technological means, making a three-dimensional copy of a two-dimensional work and the other way around, and making a temporary copy of a work\textsuperscript{419}. The right of publication, that is the right to publish a reasonable quantity of copies of the work, taking into consideration the character of the work, serves as the right of distribution\textsuperscript{420}.

The 2007 Act shifted Israeli copyright law from a British ‘fair dealing’ framework to an American ‘fair use’ framework, accompanied by an additional list of exceptions. Traditionally, the ‘fair dealing’ defence is in principle much narrower than the US inspired ‘fair use’ defence. The main difference lies in the fact that the purposes for which the defence is admissible are enumerated exhaustively in the act\textsuperscript{421}. Fair dealing is therefore not an open norm and the interpretation of the purposes listed in article 2(1)(i) of the former Act by the Israeli courts gave rise to some tension in the years preceding the copyright reform. Since the amendment of 2007, the Israeli Copyright Act contains an open-ended fair use defence that can be invoked in a wide variety of cases and situations. Article 19 of the Copyright Act of 2007 is modelled after section 107 of the US Copyright Act of 1976 but contains an interesting feature in paragraph (c), according to which the Minister may make regulations prescribing conditions under which a use shall be deemed a fair use.

The purposes that a court should consider in order to determine whether a dealing was fair for the purpose of private study or research are listed in Sec. 19(b) and include the purpose and character of the use, the character of the work, the scope of the use, in both quantitative and qualitative terms, and the impact of the use on the potential market of the work. Importantly, the list is non exhaustive and courts have considered the attribution to the author or copyright owner as an important additional factor\textsuperscript{422}.

The amendments of 2007 were limited not only to the implementation of the fair use defence. An extensive number of additional exceptions were introduced in the Israeli Copyright Act covering a number of different uses of works, none of which are directly applicable to TDM activities. The new Israeli fair use provision has yet to be tested in a TDM case. At this time, it is impossible to predict how a judge would rule on the issue, but it is fair to say that in rendering judgment in new situations Israeli courts tend to look at American case law for inspiration.

Japan

The Japanese Copyright Act 1970\textsuperscript{423} defines its overall purpose as that of securing protection of [copyright] paying due regard to fair exploitation of cultural products and in order to contribute to the development of culture\textsuperscript{424}. Works are defined as productions in which thoughts or sentiments/emotions are expressed in a creative way and which fall within the literary, scientific, artistic or musical domain, such as theses and lectures, figurative works of a scientific nature, and computer programs\textsuperscript{425}. Collections of works
and databases are explicitly protected under the conditions seen above in the Section dedicated to international protection.\textsuperscript{426}

Arts. 21 to 27 regulate the scope of protection of copyright, which include the rights of reproduction, distribution, adaptations and translation, rental and lending rights and public performance. The right of reproduction is defined by Art. 21 as the right to reproduce a work in a tangible form by means of printing, photography, copying, sound recording, visual recording or other methods. Temporary reproductions and reproductions for private use are exempted.\textsuperscript{427} Art. 26-2 regulates the right of distribution, i.e. the right to control the exploitation of copies of works by making them available to the public by way of the assignment of the original copies.

Arts. 30 to 50 constitute Subsection 5, which is dedicated to exceptions and limitations to copyright. Of particular interest for our purpose is certainly Art. 30(4), introduced in 2012, which allows a publicly disclosed work to be used as needed for the development of technology and in experiments to test audio or visual recording devices.\textsuperscript{428}

Another amendment, of 2009\textsuperscript{429}, introduced, alongside other limitations an exception aimed at boosting Japan’s internet economy,\textsuperscript{430} an exception specifically designed to permit TDM. Article 47\textsuperscript{septies} of the Copyright Act\textsuperscript{431} contains an explicit provision to allow text mining, which reads:

For the purpose of information analysis (‘information analysis’ means to extract information, concerned with languages, sounds, images or other elements constituting such information, from many works or other much information, and to make a comparison, a classification or other statistical analysis of such information; the same shall apply hereinafter in this Article) by using a computer, it shall be permissible to make recording on a memory, or to make adaptation (including a recording of a derivative work created by such adaptation), of a work, to the extent deemed necessary. However, an exception is made of database works which are made for the use by a person who makes an information analysis.

A report issued by the subdivision on Copyright of the Council for Cultural Affairs in January 2009 presents the following examples of information analysis: (1) website information analysis and language analysis in which the use of a specific language or character string is analysed and statistically processed and (2) sound analysis and video/image analysis in which the meaning of the sound wave, video, character string, etc., comprising a certain sound, video, image, etc., is analysed. Although the types of works subject to this provision are not limited, the reverse engineering of computer programming falls outside the scope of this exception: reverse engineering cannot be regarded as “information analysis” because no statistical analysis is conducted.

The wording of the last sentence of the provision may be due to difficulties in translation. According to the AIPPI report of the Japanese Group, when the results of information analysis are presented, it is prohibited to exploit the works subject to the information analysis. The results may be presented or provided only if the results are presented or provided in the form of statistical data, etc., in which the works subject to the analysis are not exploited.

Recently, Japan has seen the introduction of new services that enable users to search and analyse users’ comments on the Internet including blogs, review sites and social media. The establishment of said Article is one of the factors that have promoted the emergence of those new services.\textsuperscript{432}

Database related provisions were introduced in Japanese Copyright Law for the first time in 1986. The Japanese legislator considered that separate protection from that afforded to compilations under copyright law should be afforded to (electronic) databases, and decided to introduce provisions specifically
drafted for electronic databases into the Copyright Law. Based on this distinction between compilations and databases, it was thought that databases that should be protected under the new provisions were computer-searchable databases, and at the same time, because creativity of their data arrangement does not need to be protected, electronic databases are excluded from the definition of “compilations.” Art.2(1)(xter) of the Law defines the term “database” as “an aggregate of information such as articles, numerals or diagrams, which is systematically constructed so that such information can be searched for with the aid of a computer.”

The Japanese Copyright Law does not give any indication about whether the reproduction of a “portion of” a database constitutes an infringement of the database. However, it seems that because a database or compilation can enjoy copyright protection for the very reason of “the selection or arrangement of their contents” (compilations) or “the selection or systematic construction of information”(databases), whether a reproduction of a “portion” of a compilation or database is allowed or not should be judged by answering the question whether the selection or systematic construction of information was reproduced or not (for an electronic database) or whether the selection or arrangement of their contents was reproduced or not (for a non-electronic database)\(^433\).

**South Korea**

The Copyright Act of the Republic of Korea protects the creations of human ideas or emotions, as long as the ideas or emotions are expressed that can be perceived and the creations are original\(^434\). Copyright subsists in a variety of works of authorship ranging from literary works to computer program works\(^435\).

The Copyright Act provides for authors, in addition to moral rights, exclusive rights of reproduction, public performance, public transmission, exhibition, rental and adaption\(^436\). Reproduction comprises not only the act of fixation but also the act of making copies, whether permanent or temporary. The broader concept of public transmission includes, in particular, broadcasting, interactive transmission and digital audio transmission. Distribution is defined as the act of transfer or rental of originals or copies in tangible format to the general public\(^437\).

The Copyright Act also provides limitations and/or exceptions to authors’ exclusive rights in Article 23 through 36. Relevant for this report are Article 25 (use for school education), Article 29 (quotation), Article 31 (use by libraries or archives) and Article 35-3. Article 25 permits to publish works made public in school textbooks for primary and secondary schools and to use a portion of works made public by designated educational institutions for teaching purposes under certain conditions. According to Article 28, anyone can quote works made public for news reporting, criticism, education and research, etc., provided that the quotation is within a reasonable limit and compatible with fair practices. Libraries and archives are exempted from liability for use of the books held by them under certain conditions and circumstances as referred to in Article 31. The Republic of Korea introduced a U.S. type fair use clause, i.e., Article 35-3 in 2011 when the Copyright Act was amended to comply with Korea-U.S. FTA obligations. According to the Article, it is permissible to use works for news reporting, criticism, education and research, etc., when such use does not conflict with the normal exploitation of works and does not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author. Factors in determining the use as fair to be considered: the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is for profit or non-profit purposes; the type and purpose of the work; the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the work as a whole; and the effect of the use on the present or potential market for or value of the work.

Compilations are protected as original works of authorship, if they are creative in selection, arrangement or composition of their contents. Databases are defined as compilations of which their contents are arranged or composed in a way that anyone can individually access or search such contents.\(^438\)
Thus original databases are protected by copyright, as they meet such conditions. Non-original databases fall under statutory subject matter of protection in accordance with the new Chapter IV introduced in 2003. The database producer who makes a considerable investment in human or material resources for the production of a database, or renewal, verification, or supplementation of their contents has the rights of reproduction, distribution, broadcasting or interactive transmission. A foreign national can be a beneficiary of sui generis protection on the condition of reciprocity, if he or she is protected in accordance with a treaty to which the Republic of Korea has acceded. The rights of the database producer are limited more broadly than copyrights, as the limitations and exceptions to copyright are applicable mutatis mutandis to the rights of the database producer on the one hand, and the use of the whole or substantial portion of the database is permissible for educational, academic or research purposes, or for reporting current events on the other hand. The term of protection is renewable 5 years.

Conclusion

This brief overview of the copyright and, where applicable, database legislation in force in several jurisdictions shows that the scope of protection granted to research output varies significantly from one country to another. Although the implementation of OA principles is based on contractual arrangements between authors, publishers, and universities, the framework set by the copyright regime is a determinant factor in how those arrangements take form. The ways in which copyright law defines the scope of rights and limitations and exceptions to them serve as the ground rules for licensing agreements. If they are to support OA, whether access is granted through the ‘Golden’ or the ‘Green Road’ (see section below), copyright regimes should create a favourable environment for the dissemination and re-use of publicly funded scholarly publications.

Open Access Policies

In this section we pay closer attention to OA Principles and their implementation in practice. The first subsection discusses what Open Access means, with a succinct review of the main principles and implementation options. The second subsection takes a brief look at the OA policies in two regions in the world, Europe and the United States.

Defining Open Access

Publicly funded scientific research constitutes an essential building block for further progress and innovation, one that is often seen as a collective good. For this reason, a common assumption is that, for the greater good of science and the public interest, publicly funded research should be made accessible without restriction. This principle of unfettered access also entails the freedom to use and re-use publicly funded scientific research.

The term ‘open access’ was first formally defined at a meeting in Budapest in early December 2001. Out of that meeting came the so-called Budapest Open Access Initiative and ‘open access’ was defined as the ‘free availability of scientific literature on the public internet, permitting any users to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass them as data to software, or use them for any other lawful purpose, without financial, legal, or technical barriers other than those inseparable from gaining access to the internet itself. The only constraint on reproduction and distribution, and the only role for copyright in this domain, should be to give authors control over the integrity of their work and the right to be properly acknowledged and cited.’ The Budapest Open Access Initiative was followed up some 15 months later by the Bethesda Statement, which came out of a one-day meeting of scientists, funding agencies, librarians, scientific societies and publishers, held in April 2003. In October of the same year, the Max Planck Society in Germany convened a meeting on ‘open access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities.’ This meeting widened the discussion to
include the humanities and produced the ‘Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities (October 2003)’.

OA material can potentially include original scientific research results, like articles and monographs, as well as raw data and metadata, source materials, digital representations of pictorial and graphical materials and scholarly multimedia material. On the basis of the Berlin and Budapest statements and initiatives, the three following essential characteristics of OA emerge: free accessibility, further distribution, and proper archiving. The Berlin Declaration gives a definition of a contribution that qualifies as open access:

1. The author(s) and right holder(s) of such contributions grant(s) to all users a free, irrevocable, worldwide, right of access to, and a license to copy, use, distribute, transmit and display the work publicly and to make and distribute derivative works, in any digital medium for any responsible purpose, subject to proper attribution of authorship (community standards, will continue to provide the mechanism for enforcement of proper attribution and responsible use of the published work, as they do now), as well as the right to make small numbers of printed copies for their personal use.

2. A complete version of the work and all supplemental materials, including a copy of the permission as stated above, in an appropriate standard electronic format is deposited (and thus published) in at least one online repository using suitable technical standards (such as the Open Archive definitions) that is supported and maintained by an academic institution, scholarly society, government agency, or other well-established organisation that seeks to enable open access, unrestricted distribution, interoperability, and long-term archiving.

Since the lack of access to complete literature can impede advances in knowledge, the main thrust of the Declaration lies in the creation of a new ‘open access’ business model for scientific publishing or, in the absence of this, of institutional repositories where all scientific and scholarly publications are to remain freely accessible. According to the Berlin Declaration, the only main constraint on reproduction and distribution of articles should be to give authors control over the integrity of their work and the right to be properly acknowledged and cited. The principles set out in the Berlin Declaration are primarily aimed at governments, universities, research institutions, funding agencies, foundations, libraries, museums, archives, learned societies and professional associations. Remarkably, neither publishers nor authors are listed in this enumeration.

These principles are transposed into reality following two main roads: the ‘Golden road’ and the ‘Green road’ of open access publishing. The two roads to open access should not be confused, for they are complementary to each other. Under the ‘Golden road’, journals directly provide free open access to their journals and articles. As the Berlin Recommendation of 2003 implies, the ‘Golden road’ is the preferred way for the full deployment of the open access principles. This Recommendation states that “in order to implement the Berlin Declaration institutions should: implement a policy to require their researchers to deposit a copy of all their published articles in an open access repository; and encourage their researchers to publish their research articles in open access journals where a suitable journal exists and provide the support to enable that to happen.” Open Access journals are usually licensed under one of the six core Creative Commons (CC) licences, preferably under the most liberal type, e.g. a CC- Attribution Licence 4.0. Among the more successful open access journal and databases are the Public Library of Science (PLOS), Biomed Central and the open access alternative offered by Springer Open Choice Publishing.

The ‘Green road’, by contrast, centres on self-archiving of articles published through traditional channels, where authors provide access to their own published articles by making their own e-prints free
for all. Open access self-archiving is not self-publishing; nor is it about online publishing without quality control (peer review); nor is it intended for writings for which the author wishes to be paid, such as books or magazine/newspaper articles. While the Green Road does meet the main OA requirements, namely free access, possibility to copy, use, distribute the work and permanent archiving, the fact that the publications are first published through traditional channels means that authors only retain limited rights on their publication/data. Self-archived articles are usually accompanied by the text of a licence telling users what they can and cannot do with the article. As a result, it is most often unclear whether self-archived articles can be distributed, re-used or modified. By contrast, releasing research results along the Golden Road ensures a better access, clearer re-use possibilities, visibility and ‘fundability’ of research output on the internet453.

**European Open Access Policy**

On July 17, 2012, the European Commission published its Communication to the European Parliament and the Council entitled ‘Towards better access to scientific information: Boosting the benefits of public investments in research’454. As the Commission observes, ‘discussions of the scientific dissemination system have traditionally focused on access to scientific publications — journals and monographs. However, it is becoming increasingly important to improve access to research data (experimental results, observations and computer-generated information), which form the basis for the quantitative analysis underpinning many scientific publications’455. The Commission emphasises that through a more complete and wider access to scientific publications and data, innovation will accelerate and researchers will collaborate more so that duplication of effort will be avoided. Moreover, open research data will better enable subsequent researchers to build on previous research results.

The Communication marks an official new step on the road to open access to publicly funded research results in science and the humanities in Europe. Scientific publications are no longer the only elements of an open access policy: research results upon which publications are based must now also be made available to the public. To implement this policy, the European Commission set up a pilot initiative on Open Access (OA) to peer reviewed research articles in its Seventh Research Framework Programme (FP7), otherwise known as the OpenAire project, to ensure that the results of the research it funds are disseminated as widely and effectively as possible to guarantee maximum exploitation and impact in the world of researchers and beyond456. OpenAire pursues three objectives: to build support structures; to establish and operate an electronic infrastructure; and to manipulate research datasets. All of this under open access conditions.

Following on from this, the Commission agreed that open access to scientific publications should be a general principle of the current Horizon 2020 research framework programme. In the model grant agreement for Horizon 2020, the Commission states that, in addition to scientific publications, the beneficiaries must deposit the data and associated metadata that are needed to validate the results presented in scientific publications in a research data repository as soon as possible. The beneficiaries must also take measures to make it possible for third parties to access, mine, exploit, reproduce and disseminate the data, free of charge for any user. In all cases, the Commission also encourages authors to retain their copyright and grant adequate licences to publishers.

The European Open Access Policy is not binding on the Member States who are free to adopt the policy that best suits the needs of their own scientific community. This leads to a mosaic of open access policies across Europe, ranging from the mandatory ‘Golden Road’ for publications and data put in place by the Research Councils of the United Kingdom (RCUK), to the ‘Green Road’ for publications and data of the Netherlands, to the ‘Green Road’ for publications in Germany and to other more equivocal policies in a number of Member States. In the recent years, the national research councils of the UK and the Netherlands have issued policy statements according to which research grants will be awarded only
provided that the applicants commit to publishing their results, both publications and data, under OA conditions.

**Open Access in the United States**

Since 2008, all publications that arise from National Institutes of Health (NIH) funds have to comply with the NIH Public Access Policy. The policy requires the final peer-reviewed paper to be deposited in PubMed Central, NIH's digital full-text archive, upon acceptance for publication, with an indication of when, within a period of 12 months (the so-called embargo period), the paper will become accessible to the general public. More recently, thanks to a US government directive issued by the Office of Science and Technology Policy [Public Access Directive], all federal agencies with more than USD 100 million in research and development expenditure are required to develop plans to make the published results of federally funded research freely available to the public within one year of publication.

However, the NIH Public Access Policy does not specify under which conditions users may reuse the publications and data made available on the website. This means that PubMed Central users can only reuse the works in accordance with the copyright law of their own jurisdiction. In fact, while it may be possible to reproduce the paper for private or research purposes (make copies), it may not be possible to redistribute the paper (post it on one’s own website) nor to modify the paper, outside what is allowed by fair use or other exceptions or limitations to copyright law. All these rights remain within the author's domain or, more often, within the publisher's. The Directive specifically calls for agencies to implement measures to prevent the unauthorised mass redistribution of scholarly publications. Consequently, users enjoy public access, but not open access.

In some cases, data mining or bulk downloading is prohibited and enforced purely on the basis of contractual terms. For example, the NIH PubMed Central Public Access Policy prohibits the use of crawlers or systematically downloading articles that are individually available for public access on their repositories, referring to copyright restrictions. However, in May of 2013, President Obama issued a Policy Memorandum, “Open Data Policy – Managing Information as an Asset”. The Policy Memorandum requires U.S. federal agencies to manage information created, collected, processed, disseminated, or disposed of, by or for the United States Federal Government as an asset throughout its life cycle to promote openness and interoperability, and properly safeguard systems and information. Under the Policy Memorandum, federal agencies are required to make data publicly available and fully reusable to the widest range of users for the widest range of purposes permitted by law – subject only to privacy, confidentiality, security, or other valid restrictions. Data is to be provided in convenient, modifiable, machine-readable, non-proprietary, publicly available, open formats that permit retrieval, downloading, indexing, searching and reuse. Data must be described fully so that consumers have sufficient information to understand and make effective use of federal data. Primary data is to be published in its complete form in a timely manner, and agencies must designate points of contact to assist with data use and to respond to complaints about adherence to federal open data requirements.

**Unresolved Issues**

OA principles entail more than just granting access to research data with limited or no restrictions. The core of OA principles aspire to make research data available for any type of re-use by any user. What are the implications of applying OA principles to research results that are not funded entirely by public money? How does the funding of research by public/private partnerships affect ownership of the data and the licensing conditions applied? To what extent is copyright law implicated by ‘Text and Data Mining’ (TDM) and what is the role of OA principles?
Public/Private Partnerships

Ownership issues may arise in cases of research outputs from public/private partnerships. The funding of a research project through external sources, whether public or private, usually leads to the application of different rules of ownership. For copyrightable research outputs, the parties may elect to contract around copyright law. A contract typically involves at least three parties: the author, the university or other research institutions and the sponsoring or commissioning party. Depending on the law, the internal policy of the institution or on the bargaining position of the respective parties, the copyright ownership may be transferred either to the university or to the external entity.

The issue of rights ownership is very important in the context of public/private partnerships because it can greatly influence the manner in which research output will be published: either through traditional channels with a full reservation of copyright, or through ‘Green’ or ‘Golden Road’ OA.

Although the possibility exists under the Creative Commons licensing system to restrict use for commercial purposes, the distinction between commercial and non-commercial use in the Creative Commons licences raises pressing questions not only in the scientific publishing sector, but also in several other sectors of the copyright industry, because it leaves much room for interpretation. For example, for the purposes of an OA contribution, would the ‘responsible purpose’ referred to in the Berlin Declaration include a commercial use? Would a pharmaceutical company’s distribution among thousands of physicians of an OA scientific article promoting its product fall under such a ‘responsible purpose’?

Text and data mining

TDM is an important technique used in science and other disciplines for analysing and extracting new insights and knowledge from the exponentially increasing store of digital data (‘Big Data’), which is certain to become more important as researchers acquire the skills and the technology to address and investigate datasets of increasing size, complexity and diversity in all media: text, numbers, images, audio files and in any other form.

The uncertainty in current legal frameworks regarding the scope of protection of works and databases is bound to create obstacles to TDM activities. A system resting solely on licensing agreements might be insufficient to allow TDM to take place in all instances where it would be socially desirable. Firstly, because only a portion of the databases that are interesting for TDM research may be offered as part of publishers’ subscription agreements and an even smaller portion could be available under OA conditions. If TDM were allowed to take place without restriction, transaction costs would be lower. Otherwise, some databases may remain out of reach of researchers. Moreover, transaction costs would rise if researchers had to reconcile the terms and conditions of non-standard or non-interoperable licenses.

Private actors are not subject to any obligation to open up or share their data with third parties. Even in situations where such data does not enjoy any special copyright or database protection, restrictions on the (re-)use may flow from contractual requirements (in terms and conditions) set by the holder of the data or from the application of technological protection measures.

It is against this background that the United Kingdom has recently introduced a specific exception in the Copyright, Designs and Patent Act to allow TDM activities for non-commercial research to take place without the rights holder’s prior authorisation under the conditions stated in the law. Together with the Japanese provision, the UK provision is a step towards facilitating scientific research that may in time be followed by other jurisdictions.
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